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….and beyond 







Putting it into practice





Ohhh, we’re halfway there….



Leading culture change 
Leading by example to influence individuals, organisations and systems, 
especially in health research, to embrace co-production and put people 

at the heart of everything they do.



Leading culture change 
•Co-delivered senior researcher 

involvement and co-production 
event

•Improving Inclusion in Health 
and Care research event

•Co-Pro COVID & Beyond 
Network organising committee

•Advisory board member



7000+ 
website 
visitors since 
March 2021 



Sketchnote by Ali Spaul

Shaun, 
our imaginary 
co-producer

Co-creating our payment 
policy 



Planning for the future 
Securing our sustainability and providing ongoing support to co-

production projects so that they can generate meaningful impact.



Our 
work 

Costed into 
4 research 

projects

Member of 
7 advisory 

groups

Involved in 
20+ UCL 

initiatives

5 x paid 
consultancy 

support

Delivered 
20+ external 
workshops 

and training

30% success rate with 
research grant 

applications

4 more research 
project applications 

ongoing
2 courses already 

booked in for 
2021-22

45+
co-producers 

co-delivered work



Planning for the future 

•Fundraising model beginning to 
be co-created

•Exploring and building ongoing 
relationships with lots of others 
in this space - potential future 
collaborations



Learning and developing
Evaluating and evidencing the benefits of co-production, contributing to 

research, and sharing our learning.



Social Research Matters (Dec 2020)

Policy Press book featuring our 
co-produced book chapter 

about virtual co-production 
(June 2021 )

Publishing



Our co-produced 
book review

June 2021



Learning and developing
• Co-Pro Stories

• 23 blogs by co-
producers

• Resource bank 



Growing our community
Strengthening and diversifying our community, focusing especially on 

those who are often ignored or excluded.



• 69% increase in newsletter 
subscribers

• 53% increase in Twitter followers

• Lots and lots of emails!  Our 
community

3630 
Twitter 

followers

8 Cuppas

7200 
individual 
website 
visitors

1614 
Newsletter 
subscribers

8 Co-
creation 
sessions



Understanding who’s in the room 
Session and blog, April 2021

“These approaches don’t see people for 
their gifts, talents and skills and puts them 
into categories… not everyone fits these 
identities, and this fails to recognise people 
for what they are.” David

“We need to move beyond tokenism and 
think about the lived experiences which sit 
behind protected characteristics – why 
we’ve come together to co-produce in the 
first place.” Isaac 

https://www.coproductioncollective.co.uk/news/understanding-whos-in-the-room


Co-Pro Cuppas 
• 8 this year 

• On average, 23 people join each 
month

• Of those, over 50% of attendees 
are joining for the first time 

“I gained some useful 
information during our break out 
session, the sort of stuff that I 
wasn’t sure where to ask but 
found the answers I needed!” 

“I've already started 
to build some great 
relationships and 
hope to collaborate 
with others “

“So much lived and learned 
experience in one (virtual) room!”

“We can be open and 
honest with each other 
because we know the 
space is safe for that.”

“I really value the inclusive and 
welcoming nature of the 
Collective, especially when many 
academic spaces can feel 
intimidating and difficult to 
navigate.”




